Case Study

Major League Baseball Website
Major League Baseball (MLB) is a professional baseball organization, the oldest
of the four major professional sports leagues in the United States and Canada. A
total of 30 teams now play in the American League (AL) and National
League (NL), with 15 teams in each league.

The Challenge
The management of Major League Baseball (MLB) had a new project to be completed among many other
ongoing projects for their mlb.com website and another website called mlb.tv. They needed a new team to
manage the EBIS2 application which is where Software Merchant Inc stepped in.

Software Merchant Inc
Software Merchant Inc is well-positioned in the software consulting and services segment of the
outsourced product engineering market. We provide cost effective and efficient Mobile application
solutions by using best practices and employing a smart combination of experts from our worldwide pool
of resources. We ensure a better understanding of the business and ensure seamless communication
with our clients by bringing in local consultants with rich domain expertise.
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The Solution
Software Merchant Inc. deployed their team of senior Java developers along with Business Analysts,
architects and testers to carry out and manage this new application.

The Benefits
Software Merchant Inc. developed an application which is a total backend application for Baseball
commissioner's office and also for clubs/franchises. This application managed players for all clubs for major
leagues and minor leagues. This application helps to manage all transactions for players including their
contracts and other details. Along with that, the application makes sure that all transactions are bound within
the rules defined by baseball commissioner office and additionally, it manages role based access to all clubs
and commissioner's office plus manages notifications and alerts for them based on their roles.
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